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Abstract.

Previous work carried out in the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak on the role of the edge radial

electric field and ion heat flux in the L-H transition physics in deuterium plasmas has been

extended in hydrogen plasmas. Similar discharges were performed in the two gases providing

a detailed comparison of the edge kinetic profiles and heat fluxes in L-mode up to the L-H

transition, as the heating power is increased. At the L-H transition, the edge ion heat flux just

inside the separatrix is about two times higher in hydrogen than in deuterium. However, the

ion plasma parameters at the plasma edge, Ti and ∇Ti, as well as the radial electric field well,

are found to be very similar in the two gases. The transport analysis based on this data reveals

that, at the L-H transition, the ion heat transport at the plasma edge is about two times higher in

hydrogen than in deuterium, in agreement with the well-known isotope effect of confinement

and transport. This indicates that the higher power threshold in hydrogen is mainly due to the

higher ion heat transport in this gas.

PACS: 52.55.-s 52.55.Dy 52.35.Ra 52.25.Fi

1. Introduction

The transition from the low to the high confinement mode in fusion plasmas, the L-H

transition, occurs in general above a certain threshold in heating power, PL−H . The density

dependence of PL−H has been known for a long time to be non-monotonic, with a minimum

at a density labelled ne,min. The power threshold increases on each side of this minimum,

in the so-called low and high density branches. Older experimental results can be found in

[1] and references therein, while the more recent ones are reported in [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].

The increase of PL−H in the low density branch is observed in most of the tokamaks but with
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variable strength, whereby the effect is particularly strong in plasmas with electron heating,

e.g. electron cyclotron resonant heating (ECRH), [2, 5, 6]. A former suggestion that this

could be due to the reduction of the electron-ion coupling at low density, [10], has indeed

been confirmed by recent results in ASDEX Upgrade which indicate that the edge ion heat

flux plays a key role, [11].

The power threshold also exhibits a universal 1/mi ion mass dependence, known for almost

three decades, [12, 13, 14, 15, 8]. Thus, PL−H is about two times higher in hydrogen than

in deuterium. Note that the 1/mi dependence also applies to tritium, [14], but not to helium,

[16, 5, 17]

At the L-H transition an edge transport barrier for heat and particles, caused by the

reduction of turbulence-driven transport, is formed just inside the last closed magnetic surface.

Presently, the most favoured paradigm to explain this phenomenon is based on turbulence

reduction induced by radially sheared E ×B flow, [18]. In the narrow region at the very edge

of the plasma, where the L-H transition occurs, the Er profile exhibits a clear well such that

∇Er induces a perpendicular sheared flow which stabilises the turbulence. This hypothesis has

been confirmed experimentally for spontaneous L-H transitions, originally in DIII-D, [19],

later in most of the devices, see e.g. reviews [20, 21]. The Er well is weakly pronounced in

L-mode, much deeper in H-modes and in-between just before the L-H transition, [21, 22, 23].

Neoclassical theory predicts that the edge Er is essentially induced by the main ions, here

deuterium or hydrogen, [24], such that it is mainly determined by the gradient of the main ion

pressure, Er ≈∇pi/(e ·ni), where ni is the ion density and e the elementary charge, [25, 26, 23]

and references therein.

In general the transition to H-mode is achieved by increasing the heating power, whereby

the plasma density almost does not change before the L-H transition, but Ti and |∇Ti| are

expected to increase. The Er well, which becomes deeper, eventually induces the transition

to H-mode. Therefore one expects that the ion heat flux at the plasma edge, Qi,edge, strongly

contributes to the L-H physics mechanism, as documented in our previous work, [11], in

which we provided experimental evidence for the key role played by this quantity in the L-

H transition. This explains the increase of PL−H in the low density branch by the fact that

the electron-ion collisional coupling is reduced and that more heating power is required to

establish the necessary edge ion heat flux. We found recently in ASDEX Upgrade that both

PL−H and ne,min decrease as plasma current is reduced, [8]. This behaviour is also explained
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by the edge ion heat flux through the energy confinement dependence on plasma current, [11].

It should be underlined that the increase of the heating power on the path to the L-H

transition also enhances the turbulence level which excites zonal flows and geodesic acoustic

modes leading to self-induced transient reduction of turbulence and transport through the

predator-prey mechanism, indeed observed in several fusion devices before the L-H transition,

[27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. This phenomenon is reflected in phases preceding the L-

H transition during which limits cycle oscillations arising from the interplay between Er

turbulence and transport reduction are observed, also named IM-mode, [28], or I-phase,

[30]. The turbulence-induced flows, which are superimposed to the neoclassical one, have

been proposed as a possible triggering mechanism of the L-H transition, [34], whereby the

neoclassical flow driven by the ion pressure gradient remains the only player after the L-H

transition as turbulence has been strongly reduced and the corresponding flows disappeared.

In in section 3 of the present article, we extend our previous work with analyses of the

electron-ion collisional energy exchange in the new hydrogen discharges and an investigation

of Er in the L-mode as the heating power is increased up to the L-H transition. In section

4, we complete the previous results on the ion heat flux at the L-H transition carried out in

deuterium with the data obtained in hydrogen. The experimental set-up and conditions are

described in the forthcoming section.

2. Experimental setup and analysis methods

The experiments have been performed in ASDEX Upgrade, a divertor tokamak with major

and minor radii R=1.65 m and a=0.5 m respectively. The data presented here are taken from

deuterium and hydrogen plasmas in the standard lower single null magnetic configuration with

the ion ∇B drift directed towards the active X-point providing the usual low L-H transition

power threshold for the two isotopes respectively. The deuterium data presented in reference

[11] are extended in the present work by equivalent analyses in hydrogen, yielding a direct

comparison between the two ion species. In the discharges considered here, the purity of the

dominant species, D or H, was about 90%, as deduced from the low energy neutral fluxes

measured by the neutral particle analysers.

The actual thermal electron temperature, Te, is deduced from the radiation temperature

measured by the electron cyclotron emission (ECE) diagnostic using a forward modelling

which also account for the the shine-through effect at the plasma edge and provides also
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there reliable Te values, [35]. It is implemented in the integrated data analysis framework

(IDA) which also yields the density profile combining the interferometry data with those

from the plasma edge yielded by the Lithium beam and/or edge Thomson scattering, [36].

The ion temperature, Ti, and the plasma rotation components, vtor and vpol, are provided by

the charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) core and edge diagnostics with a

time resolution of 4 ms in the core and 2 ms in the edge, [37], the latter reduced down to 100 µs

since the 2014 campaign, [38]. This enables us since 2011 to measure these quantities reliably

in ECRH heated plasmas using short NBI blips, [39]. The radial electric field at the plasma

edge can be deduced from the CXRS data applying the ion force balance, but it can also be

derived from the Doppler reflectometry measurement, assuming that the phase velocity of the

turbulence is much smaller than the back-ground flow, [40].

The threshold power, PL−H , is obtained, as usual, from Ploss = Pheat − dW/dt at the L-H

transition, where Pheat is the sum of all the heating powers in which possible losses and

absorption coefficients are taken into account, W is the plasma energy. As will be shown

below, important quantities are the surface-integrated ion and electron heat fluxes at the

plasma edge, Qi,edge and Qe,edge, which are taken at ρpol ≈ 0.98, where ρpol is the usual

normalised poloidal flux radius. These fluxes are provided by power balance analyses using

the TRANSP code, [41]. As discussed in detail in [11], under the experimental conditions

used here, an essential term in the power balance is the collisional electron-ion energy

exchange, pei ∝ neni(Z
2
i /mi)(Te − Ti)T

−3/2
e , which increases with (Te − Ti), but exhibits a

saturation and rollover at high Te due to T
−3/2

e . Note that due to its 1/mi dependence pei is two

times higher in hydrogen than in deuterium. As discussed in [11], here also the contribution of

pei to the heat fluxes can only be calculated with sufficient accuracy only if (Te −Ti) is larger

than the experimental uncertainties on the temperatures. This limits the analysis to densities

below roughly 4× 1019m−3, therefore mainly in the low density branch of PL−H . For our

studies in the low density branch, the preferred heating method is ECRH as the density can be

better controlled than with NBI and because pei can be calculated with good accuracy thanks

to the fact that (Te −Ti) is generally larger than the experimental uncertainties over a large

part of the radius. In the experiments described here, both in hydrogen and deuterium, the

ECRH power has been injected using the standard second harmonic scheme which provides

pure electron heating with 100% absorption and a narrow deposition profile [42]. The power

was deposited in the central part of the plasma (ρpol < 0.35), for all the cases presented here.
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3. Relation between ion heat flux and Er at the plasma edge in hydrogen

3.1. Behaviour of pei and Qi

A hydrogen discharge in the low density branch, run at 1 MA and |BT | = 2.5 T, is illustrated

in figure 1 by a few time traces.
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Figure 1. Time traces of a discharge in hydrogen with steps in PECRH . Panel a: heating

powers; Panel b: line-averaged densities of two channels (see text for details); Panel

c: central electron and ion temperatures; Panel d: edge electron and ion temperatures

(ρpol ≈ 0.98); Panel e: H-mode enhancement factor H98y2.

Panel (a) displays the heating powers. The auxiliary ECRH power has been increased

in four steps, labelled EC1 to EC4 with respective powers of 0.5, 1.1, 1.9 and 2.5 MW. The

last step is very close to the L-H transition as indicated by the appearance of short I-phases,

but, limited in time by ECRH trips, does not yield sufficiently good edge data and can only

be partly used in the following analyses. The NBI blips enable the CXRS measurements. The

loss power increases following the steps of PECRH: 1.2, 1.6, 2.3 and 2.9 MW. In panel b of
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figure 1 we show the line-averaged density from two interferometer channels, labelled core

and edge, with tangency radii ρpol ≈ 0.1 and ρpol ≈ 0.87 respectively. The diagnostic details

can be found in [43]. The core line-averaged density in this discharge is 2.4×1019m−3, which

is clearly in the low density branch, see [8] or figure 8 below. The density was kept constant

with gas puffing by feedback on n̄e,core such that it tends to decrease at each PECRH step but is

brought back to the requested value by the control system. Note that the ratio n̄e,core/n̄e,edge is

slightly reduced in each of the ECRH power steps indicating a weak flattening of the density

profile with increasing ECRH power, in agreement with previous studies in L-mode, [44, 45].

Panel (c) displays the central electron and ion temperatures. As expected for ECRH heating,

Te increases significantly with PECRH , while the changes in Ti are very small, also shown by

the profiles in figure 2. The modulation of the electron temperature is caused by the sawteeth.

The edge temperatures, taken at about ρpol = 0.98 are shown in panel (d). At low ECRH

power the two temperatures are about equal, but Te,edge increases much more than Ti,edge as

PECRH is increased and is clearly higher during the last two ECRH steps. This large difference

between Te and Ti at the plasma edge under such conditions has already been pointed out for

deuterium discharges in [22]. Finally, panel (e) indicates that, with H98y2 ≈ 0.6, whereby the

scaling takes the isotope confinement dependence into account, the global confinement time

is in the usual L-mode range.

The data have been analysed in the four PECRH levels and the temperature profiles are plotted

in figure 2. Clearly Te is larger than Ti and this difference increases with increasing PECRH ,

while Ti varies very little, which is a property also observed in similar discharges in deuterium.

The ECRH power deposition at ρpol ≈ 0.08 is schematically indicated in the figure. Note that

for EC2, EC3 and EC4 Te is higher than Ti up to the plasma edge, providing good conditions

to calculate pei and Qi,edge.

The profiles of pei, the local power density of the collisional electron-ion energy transfer,

and the corresponding surface-integrated ion heat flux, Qi, are plotted in figure 3 a and b

respectively for the four ECRH steps. In the plasma core, Te is already high during EC1

and due to the T
−3/2

e dependence, pei decreases as PECRH and Te increase: increasing PECRH

leads to a decrease of Qi in the central plasma. Further out (ρpol > 0.5), Te −Ti dominates

the dependence of pei which increases with ECRH power and this leads to higher Qi,edge with

more ECRH power. However, for the last ECRH step the decrease in the central plasma cannot

be completely compensated by the outer part and Qi,edge is not higher than in step EC3. It is
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Figure 2. Te and Ti profiles for the four PECRH values of the hydrogen discharge 31741

from figure 1. The Te profiles are the IDA fits.

worth underlying that in this discharge Qi,edge increases by about 80%, from 0.52 to 0.95 MW,

while Ploss, which is pure electron heating (POH +PECRH), is multiplied by almost a factor of

three, from 1.2 to 2.9 MW. The behaviour of pei explains the rather weak increase of the ion

heat flux with PECRH . The decrease of pei in the central plasma with increasing PECRH and Te

is in agreement with the fact that Ti in the core varies very little as PECRH is increased. This

weak dependence of Qi,edge on ECRH power at low density explains that long I-phases are

mainly found in the low density branch and over a wide window of heating power, [30].

At higher density the situation is different as illustrated in figures 4 and 5 for a discharges

at n̄e ≈ 3.95 × 1019m−3. This discharge was heated with three ECRH steps and the L-

H transition occurred during the last step. The values of PECRH were 0.7, 1.4 and 2.1

MW, yielding for Ploss 1.70, 1.95 and 2.65 MW respectively, whereas the last value of Ploss

corresponds to PL−H . As indicated by figure 4 the electron temperature is of course overall

about two times lower than at lower density and closer to Ti which does not change much

with density. The ECRH power is deposited at ρpol ≈ 0.3 which explains the flat Te profiles

in the central plasma. Panel a of figure 5 shows that, in contrast to the low density case, pei

increases with PECRH , even in the center, because it is below the saturation induced by T
−3/2

e

over the whole radius. Panel b indicates that Qi increases significantly over the whole radius

as PECRH is increased and thus, even for pure electron heating, Qi,edge is more strongly linked
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Figure 3. Panel a: pei profiles for the four ECRH steps of the hydrogen

discharge 31741, corresponding to the temperature profiles from figure 2. Panel

b: Corresponding profiles of the surface-integrated ion heat flux. The symbols help

identifying the different cases and do not represent measurement points.

to the heating power than at low density.
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Figure 4. Te and Ti profiles for the three PECRH values of the hydrogen discharge 27368.

The Te profiles are the IDA fits.
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3.2. Radial electric field

Under the assumption that the radial electric field well plays an important role in the

stabilisation of turbulence and in the transition to H-mode, it is instructive to analyse the

evolution of Er, Ti and ∇Ti at the plasma edge in an L-mode PECRH scan, here discharge

31741 already described above. The Er profiles yielded by Doppler reflectometry, EDR
r , for

the first and third PECRH steps (EC1 and EC3) are shown in figure 6 a and b, together with the

neoclassical values, ENEO
r , calculated with NEOART, [46], based on the experimental data.

The same density profile has been used for the two analyses. The calculation of ENEO
r includes

all the terms, including the toroidal rotation which has been measured to be around zero with

uncertainties of about ±5km/s in the radial region for ρpol > 0.94. These are reflected by the

error bars in the plots. We verified that the uncertainties on the effective charge have a small

impact on the ENEO
r profile. The error bars are quite large for ENEO

r in particular because the

the signal-to-noise ratio of the CXRS data is not very good when short beam blips are used.

The outer part (ρpol > 0.995) of the ENEO
r profiles is cut because the calculation becomes

too uncertain due to the poorly defined ∇Ti, underlined by the increase of the error bars. In

addition, further outwards, the boundary condition of Er might be influenced by the scrape-
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off layer. Within the errors the profiles of EDR
r and ENEO

r are in relatively good agreement for

panel a, but clearly poorer for panel b, whereas the flattening of ENEO
r can be partly attributed

to the somewhat higher edge density mentioned above.
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Figure 6. Er profiles from NEOART and Doppler reflectometry for the EC1 and EC3

phases of the hydrogen discharge 31741.

The EDR
r measurements suggest a somewhat narrower well with more heating power.

This could be an important feature as ∇Er is considered as the key element in the turbulence

stabilisation which leads to the L-H transition, but further studies will be necessary to assess

this point. Nevertheless, the minimum of the EDR
r profile is rather close to the neoclassical

value in the two cases. This is in agreement with the other results in ASDEX Upgrade:

indeed, in all the studies of Er performed in L-mode and H-mode in this tokamak, the

deviations of the measured Er profile from ENEO
r are small, [23, 47]. For the L-H transition

specifically, previous comparisons suggested that the Er well at the L-H transition was close

to the neoclassical prediction, [22], and the recent results using the new fast (100 µs) edge

CXRS diagnostic clearly indicate that during the I-phase and around the L-H transition the

measured Er profile and ENEO
r are close to each other within the error bars. The reader if

referred to [38] for an extensive description and discussion of these results. Coming back

to figure 6: despite the uncertainties and although ENEO
r exhibits a somewhat more negative

value at the minimum of EDR
r , both profiles indicate that the Er well minimum is only weakly

deeper at higher power. This can be investigated with our experimental data as follows.
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According to neoclassical theory, the main contribution to the edge Er arises from the

diamagnetic term, ∇pi/(e · ni) = (∇Ti + Ti∇ni/ni)/e, [26]. It is therefore instructive to

investigate the experimental values of Ti,edge and ∇Ti,edge taken close to the position of the

Er minimum, at ρpol ≈ 0.98. They are plotted versus Qi,edge, taken at the same radial position,

in figure 7 a and b respectively, for the above discharge and a similar one, yielding a bit more

statistics. Both quantities increase by about 30% for an increase in Qi,edge of about 80%. This

is a rather weak increase which partly explains the weak deepening of the Er profile as power

is increased.
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Figure 7. Panels a and b show respectively Ti,edge and −∇Ti,edge versus Qi,edge in

L-mode PECRH scans at ne ≈ 2.4× 1019m−3 of the hydrogen discharges 31739 and

31741. All the data are taken at ρpol ≈ 0.98.

4. Power threshold and edge ion heat flux: hydrogen and deuterium comparison

We have shown in reference [11] that, in deuterium plasmas, the edge ion heat flux at the L-

H transition, QL−H
i,edge (taken at ρpol ≈ 0.98), increases linearly with the line-averaged density:

Q
L−H, f it
i,edge = 0.18n̄e, in MW and 1019m−3. Hydrogen discharges similar to those described

in the previous section at various densities yield data which can be compared to the results

obtained in deuterium. This is illustrated in figure 8 where PL−H and QL−H
i,edge from the recent

hydrogen study are plotted together with the deuterium data at 1 MA from [11].

As is well-known and reported earlier for ASDEX Upgrade in [5, 8], PL−H in hydrogen

is higher than in deuterium by about a factor of two and also exhibits a minimum at ne,min,
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data from [11].

whose value is somewhat higher than that for deuterium, a trend also observed in JET, [48].

As explained in [11] we interpreted the existence of ne,min as due to the effect of the electron-

ion coupling, whereby ne,min corresponds to a given value of the ratio τE/τei. Here τE is

the energy confinement time and τei the volume-averaged electron-ion energy exchange time.

Based on the confinement and power threshold scalings, a formula for ne,min could be derived.

Including the isotope effects in the derivation reveals that the linear dependences of τei and

PL−H on the ion mass cancel each other almost exactly. The mass dependence of confinement

remains and yields for ne,min a weak mass dependence of the order of M−0.05 which indeed

yields a somewhat higher value in hydrogen. This is, therefore, an indirect but convincing

confirmation of the hypothesis that ne,min is related to the electron-ion collisional energy

exchange.

An important aspect of our study deals with the comparison of the edge ion heat flux at the

L-H transition in the two gases. Figure 8 indicates that, as in deuterium, the edge ion heat flux

in hydrogen at the L-H transition increases roughly linearly with density. In agreement with

the high values of PL−H , QL−H
i,edge is about a factor of two higher in hydrogen than in deuterium

and the fit forced through the origin reads Q
L−H, f it
i,edge = 0.45n̄e, in MW and 1019m−3. Therefore,

in deuterium and hydrogen, both PL−H and QL−H
i,edge exhibit respectively the same qualitative

behaviour in the low density branch. It should be underlined that the extrapolation of the
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Q
L−H, f it
i,edge formulae to higher density for the two gases remains below the respective values of

PL−H , indicating that there are not unrealistic.

The edge electron heat flux at the L-H transition for the same data, QL−H
e,edge at ρpol ≈ 0.98,

has also been analysed, as already reported for deuterium in [11]. It was shown therein that

QL−H
e,edge does not yield a coherent pattern, in particular when comparing the data for discharges

at 0.6 and 1.0 MA, or ECRH and NBI, indicating that the electron channel most probably does

not play an important role in the L-H transition mechanism. In the present work we compare

QL−H
e,edge in hydrogen and deuterium, as illustrated in figure 9 which displays QL−H

e,edge versus

density, for the corresponding QL−H
i,edge points of figure 8. For clarity, we present only the fits

of PL−H and not the data points which are already plotted in figure 8. In the two gases QL−H
e,edge

decreases as density is increased which is opposite to the dependence of the ion channel. The

decrease of QL−H
e,edge with density is very similar in the two gases and, despite the higher values

of PL−H in hydrogen, the QL−H
e,edge values are marginally higher than in deuterium which is

due to the stronger electron-ion coupling. It should be pointed out that with ECRH, Qe,edge

always decreases and Qi,edge always increases when the density is increased. The experiments

reported in [11] in which the L-H transition was induced by increasing the density at fixed

heating power demonstrated that it is achieved by increasing the edge ion heat flux while the

electron heat flux was correspondingly reduced. Therefore, the similarity of QL−H
e,edge in the two

gases should not be interpreted as an indication for an important contribution of this quantity

in the L-H transition physics. Finally, it is noted that the values of QL−H
e,edge are very low at

n̄e ≈ 4× 1019m−3, the error bars then very large there, which is due to those on pei and in

addition to to those on the radiation losses. This indicates that these conditions are clearly

at the upper boundary of the density for the analysis of the edge electron heat flux and the

separation between the heat channels.

As mentioned above, all the results discussed here, in both hydrogen and deuterium,

were obtained from discharges using ECRH deposited in the central part of the plasma. One

might speculate that off-axis ECRH deposition could extend the field of investigations. A

limited number of experiments carried out in deuterium during the 2009 campaign with off-

axis ECRH at ρpol ≈ 0.7 exhibited only small changes in PL−H . This is mainly due to the

fact that, with off-axis ECRH, the Te profile flattens such that the reduction of pei in the

central plasma is compensated by an increase in the outer part and Qi,edge varies little. At low

density, changes of the density profile correlated with the Te profile also contribute. Overall,
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Figure 9. Fits of PL−H and Qe,edge (at ρpol ≈ 0.98) at the L-H transition versus line-

averaged density in hydrogen and deuterium. All discharges at 1 MA, |BT | ≈ 2.5 T,

corresponding to those of figure 8. Deuterium data from [11].

the comparison between on-axis and off-axis deposition does not seem to be a way to further

assess the role of Qi,edge, but this requires perhaps further experimental confirmation.

According to the well-known isotope effect of confinement, the heat transport is observed

experimentally to be higher in hydrogen than in deuterium, [49, 50, 51]. It should be

underlined that this difference is opposite to that expected from gyro-Bohm transport, as ρ∗ is

smaller in hydrogen than in deuterium at fixed temperature. The higher transport in hydrogen

observed experimentally is a possible hypothesis to explain the higher values of PL−H and

QL−H
i,edge in this gas because the required value of Er and therefore ∇pi/ni at the plasma edge

can be expected to require a higher Qi,edge. This can be investigated with our experimental

data.

In figure 10 we plot Ti,edge at the L-H transition for hydrogen and deuterium. The

hydrogen values are only marginally higher than in deuterium and the density dependence

is weak in both gases. It should be underlined that the deuterium data are in agreement with

the previous results obtained in ASDEX Upgrade, [22]. Similar edge temperatures at the L-H

transition in hydrogen and deuterium have also been observed in DIII-D, [15].

The corresponding values of ∇Ti plotted in figure 11 indicate that, at the L-H transition,

the gradient is the same in deuterium and hydrogen, within the experimental uncertainties,

and independent of the density for both ion species. Therefore, ∇pi/(e · ni) is similar in
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Figure 10. Ti,edge at the L-H transition versus line-averaged density for hydrogen and

deuterium.

hydrogen and deuterium, suggesting that the Er is also similar. This is in agreement with an

independent study carried out at ASDEX Upgrade in different dedicated discharges in which

the Er profile has been obtained from the CXRS data applying the ion force balance to the

measured impurity and which indeed indicates that the Er well at the L-H transition is very

similar in hydrogen and deuterium, [38].
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Figure 11. −∇Ti,edge at the L-H transition versus line-averaged density for hydrogen

and deuterium.
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These experimental data at the L-H transition at different densities can be summarised

by using Qi,edge/ni,edge to take the density range into account. This quantity is plotted versus

−∇Ti for hydrogen and deuterium in figure 12. As could be anticipated from figure 8,

QL−H
i,edge/ni,edge at the L-H transition is clearly higher in hydrogen compared to deuterium while

∇T L−H
i,edge almost does not change. As T L−H

i,edge varies little, the values of the ion diffusivity, which

can be deduced from these data sets, can be compared. These are indicated in figure 12

and yield: χH
i,edge = 2.2±0.5m2/s and χD

i,edge = 1.05±0.35m2/s in hydrogen and deuterium

respectively.
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Figure 12. Qi,edge/ni,edge versus −∇Ti,edge at ρpol ≈ 0.98 for hydrogen and deuterium

at the L-H transition. The corresponding values for the ion heat diffusion coefficient

are indicated in the plot.

Therefore, despite the large experimental uncertainties, this result strongly suggests that,

at the plasma edge, the ion heat transport in hydrogen is higher than in deuterium, which

leads to a higher L-H power threshold in hydrogen to stabilise turbulence through ∇Er. The

turbulence measurements reported in [52] for the L-mode isotope and ρ∗ transport study

carried out in ASDEX Upgrade indicate that the radial correlation length of the turbulence

measured by reflectometry in hydrogen and deuterium is very similar in the radial region at

the plasma edge, 0.95 < ρpol < 1.0. Thus, the assumption that a similar Er well is required

for turbulence stabilisation is plausible. As reported in the same reference, in the scrape-

off layer the correlation length of the turbulence measured by the Li-beam beam emission
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spectroscopy, in the same discharges, is about 25% larger in D than in H. Further studies along

this line would be required to document the turbulence behaviour and a possible relation with

the ∇Er stabilisation in the two gases at the L-H transition.

5. Summary and conclusion

Our previous investigations on the key role played by the edge ion heat flux in the L-H

transition, carried out in deuterium plasmas, [11], have been extended in hydrogen. We

analysed the well of the edge radial electric field in L-mode up to the L-H transition and

obtained indications that it is very similar in hydrogen and deuterium at the L-H transition,

see [38] for a comprehensive analysis of the Er well and its comparison to the neoclassical

prediction, as well as the discussion of the possible role of turbulence-induced flows in the

L-H transition mechanism at ASDEX Upgrade.

At the L-H transition, the edge ion heat flux in hydrogen is about two times higher than

in deuterium which can be clearly attributed to the well-known isotope effect: the ion heat

transport is higher in hydrogen. In both hydrogen and deuterium the non-monotonic density

dependence of the power threshold, with its minimum at ne,min, whereby PL−H increases

towards low densities, is attributed to the decoupling of the electron and ion heat channels:

more power is required to reach the value of the edge ion heat flux which establishes the Er

well necessary to stabilise the turbulence. Based on the interpretation of ne,min presented in

[11], the somewhat higher value of ne,min in hydrogen is attributed to the lower confinement

time in this gas, according to the well-known isotope effect of confinement.

Finally a word of caution: Our results have been obtained at fixed magnetic field and for a

given magnetic configuration, such that the dependence of QL−H
i,edge on density presented here

might vary if the conditions are different. Further, as the profiles of Ti, ni and Er at the very

edge of the plasma might be influenced by the scrape-off layer and divertor conditions, the

edge ion heat flux is an important player in determining Er, but probably not the only one.

Thus, the E×B shear might be not solely determined by the neoclassical effects but also by

the scrape-off layer. In particular, it should be underlined that the contribution of Ti∇ni/ni to

∇pi/(e ·ni) is about two thirds, such that small variations of ∇ni/ni can play a significant role.

The latter can be influenced by the plasma wall interaction and divertor conditions. Variations

of ∇ni/ni are indeed proposed as a possible explanation in ASDEX Upgrade for the reduction

of the power threshold observed in the metallic wall compared to the carbon wall, [53]. This
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effect might also be one of the reasons for the variations of the low density branch and ne,min

observed in JET, [9].
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